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Now in Currency paperback -- Sally Helgesen's  classic study of female leaders and how their  strategies
represent a highly successful revision of male  leadership styles. Sixty thousand copies in print!  In her
bestselling 1990 book, Sally Helgesen  discovered that men and women approach work in  fundamentally
different ways. Many of these differences  hold distinct advantages for women, who excel at  running
organizations that foster creativity,  cooperation, and intuitive decision-making power,  necessities for
companies of the twenty-first century.  Helgesen's findings reveal that organizations run by  women do not
take the form of the traditional  hierarchical pyranaid, but more closely resemble a  web, where leaders reach
out, not down, to form an  interrelating matrix built around a central purpose.  The strategy of the web
concentrates power at the  center by drawing others closer and by creating  communities where information
sharing is essential.  She presents her findings through unique, closely  detailed accounts of four successful
women  business leaders -- Frances Hesselbein of Girl Scouts  USA, Barbara Grogan of Western
Industrial  Contractors, Nancy Badore of Ford Motor Company's Executive  Development Center, and
Dorothy Brunson of Brunson  Communications. Helgesen observes their meetings,  listens to their phone
calls and conferences, and  reads their correspondence. Her "diary  studies" document how women leaders
make decisions,  schedule their days, gather and disperse  information, motivate others, delegate tasks,
structure  their companies, hire, and fire. She chronicles how  their experiences as women -- wives,
mothers,  friends, sisters, daughters -- contribute to their  leadership style.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Irene Holmes:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time? Yeah,
you can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare
time to take a move, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book entitled
The Female Advantage? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You already know beside you can
spend your time using your favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with it has
the opinion or you have some other opinion?

Henry Knight:

What do you consider book? It is just for students since they are still students or this for all people in the
world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
diverse personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great as well as important the book The Female Advantage. All type of
book would you see on many options. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Michael Stanford:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a book you will get new information due to the fact book is one of several ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, reading through a book will make an individual more imaginative.
When you studying a book especially fictional works book the author will bring that you imagine the story
how the personas do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to some others. When you read this
The Female Advantage, it is possible to tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours reserve. Your
knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a book.

Bradford Padgett:

As a scholar exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library in order
to make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart or
real their passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to the library. They go to presently there but
nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that looking at is not important, boring in addition to can't
see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know
that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this The Female Advantage can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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